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Abstract- The nature of wireless network transmission and 

the emerging attacks are continuously creating or exploiting more 
vulnerabilities. Despite the fact that the security mechanisms and 
protocols are constantly upgraded and enhanced, the Small 
OfficeiHome Office (SOHO) environments that cannot afford a 
separate authentication system, and generally adopt the IEEE 
802.11 Wi-Fi-Protected-Access-2IPre-Shared-Key (WP A2-PSK) 
are still exposed to some attack categories such as de
authentication attacks that aim to push wireless client to re
authenticate to the Access Point (AP) and try to capture the keys 

exchanged during the handshake to compromise the network 
security. This kind of attack is impossible to detect or prevent in 
spite of having an Intrusion Detection and Prevention System 
(IDPS) installed on the client or on the AP, especially when the 
attack is not repetitive and is targeting only one client This paper 
proposes a novel method which can mitigate and eliminate the risk 
of exposing the PSK to be captured during the re-authentication 
process by introducing a novel re-authentication protocol relying 

on an enhanced four-way handshake which does not require any 
hardware upgrade or heavy-weight cryptography affecting the 
network flexibility and performances. 

Keywords-WLAN, De-Authentication, IDPS, WPA2-PSK, 

brute-force, DoS attack, IEEE 802.11, Four-way Handshake. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The widespread and rapid increase of wireless 
technologies, and introduction of Bring Your Own Device 
(BYOD) policy creates opportunities for many small 
organisations to perform work using employees' laptops, 
smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices, however, new 
threats and attacks also emerged aiming to compromise the 
Confidentiality, the Integrity and/or the Availability of these 
organizations[1,2]. Therefore, securing the wireless 
infrastructure becomes a crucial step to achieve the overall 
network security [3]. Broadcasting nature of wireless signal and 
different protocol vulnerabilities are the major security flaws of 
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) and some remain 
threatened [4]. Whilst securing the networks, security 
administrators also have to balance the cost and usability. The 
widely used cost effective technology to secure small WLAN is 
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Wi-Fi-Protected-Access-2IPre-Shared-Key (WP A2/PSK). 
WPA2-PSK mode is usually adopted by Small OfficelHome 
Office (SORa) environments as it does not require a costly 
investment on a dedicated authentication system. Nevertheless, 
despite the fact that this mode was improved consistently, it still 
presents several vulnerabilities such as management frame 
spoofing and brute force attacks [5] which could lead to forced 
de-authentication and re-authentication where an adversary 
could acquire PSK, capturing and cracking the four-way 
handshake protocol and therefore regaining illegitimate access 
to the Access Point (AP) [6]. 

An attacker in the range of the wireless network could 
use a combination of software and hardware solutions to firstly, 
sniff frames passively, secondly, forge (spoof) its own de
authentication management frames and finally inject them into 
the network by either targeting a specific client using the 
client's Media Access Control (MAC) address or the whole 
WLAN Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID) in order to push 
one or more connected clients out of the network and force it to 
authenticate itself again [6,7]. During the re-authentication 
stage the attacker will attempt to capture the Rashed Message 
Authentication Code (RMAC) of the PSK [8]. Then, by 
comparing the captured HMAC to a reference dictionary along 
with the use of other advanced cryptographic reversing 
processes, the attacker will try to identifY the used PSK and 
therefore compromise the WAP2-PSK encryption keys to gain 
a full access into WLAN [7]. The de-authentication attack 
illustrates the WPA2-PSK handshake vulnerabilities because it 
is impossible to detect when using conventional network 
security solutions such as firewalls and IDPSs [6]. As this 
attack injects very few forged de-authentication frames it is 
hard to distinguish it from the legitimate traffic and also will 
not alert the IDPS as a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack [9]. 
Another issue related to the de-authentication attack is that it 
could be launched using minimum resources, but its impact on 
the network security, especially the Integrity (forging the fake 
frames), Availability (due to DoS attacks) and the 
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Confidentiality (when the PSK is captured) is enonnous 
[10,11,12]. 

This research seeks a solution to prevent acquiring 
PSK using forced re-authentication by introducing a novel re
authentication protocol using an enhanced four-way handshake. 
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II reviews 
the related current work to prevent de-authentication attacks; 
Section III defines the existing de-authentication methodology; 
Section IV discusses the WLAN organisation and methods of 
testing the defence limits; Section V discusses proposed re
authentication protocol, its strengths and weaknesses against 
existing solutions; Section VI concludes the paper. 

IT. REVIEW OF EXISITNG DE-AUTHENTICATION ATTACK 

PREVENTION METHODS 

IEEE 802.11 [1] is a set of standards for wireless 
networks that was initially released in 1997, and revised several 
times. New versions published in 1999, 2007, and 2012. 
Security algorithm Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is 
introduced with the original standard, Wi-Fi Protected Access 
(WPA) and WPA2 were introduced using IEEE 802.11 i, 
algorithms for protected management frames were introduced 
in 802.11 w amendment [1]. The next version is expected in 
2016, however there are no security enhancements forthcoming 
[1,13,14]. There are three types of IEEE 802.11 frames: 
management frames which enable clients to establish and 
maintain communications, control frames which assist in the 
delivery of data frames and data frames which carry data [1, 13, 
14]. IEEE 802.11w made separate authentication of the de
authentication and dis-association management frames, 
mandatory. The authentication prevents spoofing thereby 
preventing the de-authentication attack. However, due to 
heavyweight integrity checks proposed in 802.11 w, the 
perfonnance of the network decreases. Also switching to IEEE 
802.11 w requires firmware upgrades on both client and AP 
[10,15]. 

Many academic researchers tackled the WP A2-PSK 
vulnerability against de-authentication attack. 
Cryptographic methods: The common cryptographic solution 
is authenticating management frames to prevent spoofing. [16] 
proposed the use of an additional secret shared key between the 
client and the AP which will be used for authenticating the de
authentication frame. This approach appears efficient in 
preventing de-authentication attack but hardware and firmware 
upgrades are required on both client and the AP [7]. 
Sequence Number based methods: [8] suggested different 
schemes for detection of spoofing attacks based on the 
sequence number analysis. Sequence number is a MAC frame 
field. It starts from zero and increases the number every time it 
sends out a non-fragmented frame and wraps at 4095. The 
technique is based on the assumption that sending a frame with 
correct sequence number at the precise timing is often difficult 
if the number of frames to be sent are high. However, this 
approach was proved to be ineffective due to frame 
losses/delays and quality of serv ice re-ordering [9]. 
Delaying the effect of Management frames: Another method 
is to prevent de-authentication attack by shortly postponing the 

effect of all management frames. If a de-authentication frame is 
received from a client and subsequently a data frame is received 
from the same client, then the previous de-authentication 
frame(s) is not considered, as, a legitimate client that sends a 
de-authentication frame never sends a data frame directly to the 
AP before re-establishing a 4-way handshake with the AP [8]. 
Therefore, if this sequence is observed, then it is likely that the 
previous de-authentication frame(s) received is spoofed. 
Nevertheless, delaying the effect of all management frames 
may create connection problems for roaming clients and may 
cause hand-off issues [9]. 
Statistical and Machine learning methods: [5] proposed a 
method to detect the de-authentication attack by setting a 
threshold on the number of de-authentication frame(s) received 
by a client. If for a client, more than threshold number of de
authentication frame( s) are observed, an alarm is raised 
indicating the occurrence of de-authentication attack. However, 
this threshold is static and is set by the administrator making 
the technique prone to misjudgement. The Machine learning 
method is also limited as it allows several intrusions before 
becoming effective [7,17,18]. 

It has been observed that the acceptance of the above 
discussed solutions have been mainly affected due to the 
following reasons: changes to IEEE 802.11 protocol stack; 
deployable on legacy as well as new networks; additional 
hardware/software cost; dependency on the client's 
operating/application systems, patching of client software; 
lightweightness of the cryptographic-based scheme [19]. 

TIT. EXISTING WPA2-PSKAUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL 

This section briefly describes the different phases of WP A2-
PSK protocol. 

A. Authentication and Association phase 
WP A2-PSK security relies mainly on the Pre-shared key 

(PSK) which is entered manually on both wireless client and AP 
as a pass-phrase (secret infonnation) of 8 to 63 American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) characters. 
An IEEE 802.11 wireless client has to authenticate and associate 
to the AP using the pass-phrase already pre-shared between both 
the AP and the clients. The Figure 1 illustrates the process of 
authentication and association [1]. 

Figure 1: Authentication and association process. 
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B. Key Generation 
The key generation procedure is an integrated part of the WP A2-
PSK four-way handshaking. It takes place before the four-way 
handshaking starts and continues during its progression. This 
procedure starts when the wireless client passes the 
authentication and the association phases. Both these phases do 
not require any security, but share information about capabilities 
between wireless clients and the AP. Key Generation process 
and derivation procedure stated in [1] are summarised as below 
(Figure 2): 
i. The pass-phrase used in authentication and association phase, 
will also be used as a seed in the derivation process of the 
required seven keys, which will be generated to be used for 
different purposes involved in the protection of WP A2-PSK 
networks. 

ii. Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2) is 
used to generate the Pair Master Key (PMK) from PSK, Service 
Set Identifier (SSID) and SSID length which will be hashed 
4096 times to produce a 256-b it PMK. 

iii. PMK, the "Pairwise key expansion", AP's MAC address and 
the wireless client's MAC address, randomly generated numbers 
on both AP side (ANonce) and client side (SNonce) will be fed 
to a Pseudo-Random Function (PRF) to produce Pairwise 
Temporary Key (PTK). The length of the PTK in the WP A2-
PSK (AES/CCMP) is 384 bits. 

iv. PTK will be split into three 128 bit keys: Key Confirmation 
Key (KCK), Key Encryption Key (KEK) and Temporal Key 
(TK). KCK guarantees data integrity in the four-way 
handshaking communication, KEK protects the four-way 
handshake correspondence and TK protects wireless data. 

v. AP will generate a Group Temporal Key (GTK) and transmit 
it to all wireless clients to be used in broadcasting data over the 
WLAN. 

Figure 2: The key generation process. 

C. Four-Way Handshake 
Both AP and the wireless client rely on the four-way handshake 
communication to confirm the possession of PSK. The four
way handshake procedure starts just after the wireless client is 
authenticated and associated to the AP. The four-way 
handshake [1] consists of four messages (Figure 3) in which 
Extensible Authentication Protocol over LAN (EAPoL) is used 
to secure their transmission between Client and AP as follows: 
i. First, the AP sends Message 1 which contains a locally 
generated ANonce (32 digits random number) upon EAPoL. 

When the wireless client receives Message 1, it will possess all 
of the required parameters to derive PTK from PSK and 
therefore, generates KCK, KEK and TK. 

Figure 3: The four-way handshake protocol. 

ii. The wireless client will then reply by Message 2 which 
contains the SNonce (32 digits random number) and the 
Message Integrity Code (MIC). The MIC is used to guarantee 
the integrity of Message 2 and is calculated for the entire 
EAPoL and KCK data. When the AP receives Message 2, it will 
extract SNonce and derives KCK, KEK and TPK. Additionally, 
the AP will check the integrity of the received information by 
calculating Message 2 MIC and comparing it with the MIC 
received from the client. 
iii. Message 3 is generated on the AP and transmitted to the 
client. It contains the GTK, encrypted using KEK and the 
associated MIC. 
iv. Finally, Message 4 is generated by the client and transmitted 
to the AP to confirm the successful end of the four-way 
handshaking. 

TV.THE DEFENCE LIMITS AGAINST DE-AUTHENTICATION ATTACK 

A. The De-athentication Attack 

The active de-authentication attack is easy to perform 
and difficult to stop or detect [5,7]. To illustrate the 
vulnerability of the existing WPA2-PSK authentication 
protocol, the research performs a de-authentication attack, 
captures the data of the four-way handshake during the client 
re-authentication and uses it to crack the PSK key. The testing 
de-authentication attacks could be launched either against the 
AP or a specific wireless client. When a client authenticates 
itself to the AP, the same authentication protocol (WP A2-PSK) 
is used to exchange security keys and confirm that the client 
possess the key. To de-authenticate from the AP, the client 
sends a de-authentication management frame, which leads to 
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AP disassociating and de-authenticating the client. The client 
must authenticate itself again to re-gain access to the AP. The 
de-authentication is different from the authentication process as 
it requires no handshaking and thus no security [10,17]. 

B. WLAN organization 
To test the mps and firewall configuration against the de
authentication attack, the following equipment and software 
were used (Figure 4): 
i. AP: TL-WR841N wireless router armed with an integrated 
DD-WRT open source firewall. 
ii. Client: Dell Inspiron 11 laptop running Windows 7 
Operating System. The client is also secured with a COMODO 
firewall Internet Security Prem ium 2016 and SNORT Host
based Intrusion Prevention System (TOPS). 
iii. Attacker: Dell Latitude E6330 laptop running Debian Linux 
Operating System armed with a high gain Wireless Universal 
Serial Bus (USB) Adaptor and Kali Linux penetration testing 
platform. TL-WN722N Adaptor can be set to monitor mode 
and compatible with Aircrack-ng (allows frame injection) 
running on Kali Linux system [20]. 
AIRCRACK-NG is a suite of tools that can be used to crack 
IEEE 802.11 WEP/WP A-PSK keys. Once sufficient data 
packets have been captured, Aireplay-ng module can be used to 
inject and replay wireless frames, Airbase-ng can be used to 
attack the client and Packetforge-ng can be used to forge and 
spoof management frames used for frame injection. A network 
interface card in monitor mode can capture packets in the air 
without hav ing to associate with the AP r211. However, it will 
not send any traffic. On the other hand, Promiscuous mode 
allows to capture all wireless packets on a network that has been 
associated, whilst sending packets as well. Further, although the 
IEEE 802.11 adapter at the radio level can receive packets on 
other SSTOs, it does not forward them to the host [5,7,22]. 

C. Test and results 
After setting the wireless USB adaptor into monitoring 

mode, the attacker launched the Aircrack-ng to capture 
management frames (Figure 5). Then attacker created a spoofed 
de-authentication frame and injected it into the network in order 
to disconnect the targeted client. This forced the client to 

authenticate again (Figure 6). The attacker used Aircrack-ng to 
monitor and capture the client re-authentication process. The 
captured PSK HMAC is used to identify the corresponding PSK 
from the reference dictionary (Figure 7) enabling the attacker 
to gain full access to the network (Figure 8). The de
authentication attack was carried out successfully against the 
client running Windows 7 without being detected by neither the 
frrewalls (client and AP) which were configured to block all 
suspicious traffic, nor by the client's SNORT mps configured 
to alert on traffic with all known attack signatures (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 4: The simulation platform 

 
Figure 5: Monitoring of the AP. 

 

 
Figure 6: De-authentication frame targeting the client. 

 

 
Figure 7: Capturing the handshake after re-authentication. 

 

 
Figure 8: Brute forcing the HMAC and retrieving the Key. 

 

 
Figure 9: SNORT IDPS monitoring result. 
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D. Discussion 
The reason why the frrewalls did not detect the attack 

is because the frame injected is legitimate and therefore it does 
not differ from normal traffic signatures [22, 23]. Also, Snort 
IDPS installed on the client can only use the wireless interface 
on promiscuous mode when it is in normal operation. Therefore 
it was able to detect the traffic transiting on the interface but 
was unable to process raw IEEE 802.11 frames and decode 
them in order to inspect them. Therefore, no action was 
launched against the de-authentication attack. The re
authentication traffic is considered as normal in this work, 
therefore will not be detected by the IDPS. The next section 
presents a novel protocol which relies on the IEEE 802.11 
existing protocol by introducing the new re-authentication 
approach [24]. 

V. THE PROPOSED RE-AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL 

The novel re-authentication protocol (Figure 10) 
works as follows: 

In the current four-way handshake, just after AP receives the 
Message 2, it simultaneously, but independently generates both 
GTK and RK (Re-authentication Key) which will be 
concatenated (separated by padding bits) and encrypted, before 
being sent along with Message 3 with following content. 

Message 3: EAPoL-Key (Install PTK, Unicast, MIC, 
Encrypted (GTK II RK)). 

The RK should meet certain requirements such as: 
- The Seed used for generation should not be related to the PSK 
(the AP could use a pseudo-random function), 

- Strong (pre-eliminating weak key scenarios by using a pre
assessment function installed on the AP) and 1024 bits long. 
The last message in the handshake (Message 4) should contain, 
in addition to the regular message, the confirmation of the 
reception of the RK by sending back the hash and digital 
signature associated to the RK (HMAC-RK). This step 
guarantees the authentication of the receiver, the integrity and 
the non-repudiation of the sender. The Message 4 contains 
EAPoL-Key (Unicast, MIC, RK-HMAC). 
The Re-authentication Key (RK) generation is as follows: 

RK= Initial-seed (random-data) XOR (AP-MAClIClient
MA CI ICI ient-Time-F irst-ever-connection). 

The proposed protocol in contrast with [1] is adapted 
to deal with real de-authentication attack, despite the fact that it 
remains hard to distinguish the legitimate one from a suspicious 
one, in case when the de-authentication is not used as a DoS 
attack, and targeting only one client. Nevertheless, the AP 
remains listening even after receiving the de-authentication 
frame because an active client did not request the de
authentication. If the client did not initiate a de-authentication 
process, it usually continues to send data frames. The proposed 
re-authentication protocol rely mainly on: 

- Security of the first connection (four-way-handshake), 
- Accuracy of the logged data (which is used as a reference 

for determining the duration between the connection requests) 
- Minimum duration allowed between two connections 

(excluding the roaming client as the WPA2-PSK is mainly used 
for unique AP architecture). 

This protocol requires both client and AP store some 
information about the last authentication and de-authentication 
activity. The following information is used as seed along with 
the shared RK to generate the session re-authentication key 
SRK: 

- The time of the last sent/received de-authentication frame, 

- The last de-authentication frame sequence number, 

- The MIC (Message Integrity Check) of the last de-

authentication frame, 

- The time of the de-authentication. 

The re-authentication algorithm (Figure 11) 
introduces the concept of minimal duration between two 
authentication requests (RMT - Re-authentication Minimal 
Time). RMT is crucial as in de-authentication attack, RMT 
permits to differentiate between normal and suspicious de
authentication. Suspicious de-authentication is handled 
separately relying on the proposed re-authentication protocol. 
RMT could be set according to the user preference. At AP this 
pseudo-algorithm is applied to each authentication request to 
determine if the authentication will follow the normal 
procedure or the procedure for suspicious re-authentication 
requests. 

Figure 10: the proposed enhanced four-way handshake. 
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Begin: 
Receive Connection Request; 
Authenticate Client; 
Associate Client; 
LAT= Get (last-Auth-Time); 
CT= Get (Current-Time) 
If (CT < (LAT + RMT)) 

{ 
LDFT= Get (last-Deauth-Frame-Time); 
LASN= Get (last-Deauth-Sequence-Number); 
LMTC= Get (last-frame-MTC); 
SRK= RK II (LDFT XOR (LASNIICT); 
SN= LASN+l; 
HMAC= LMTC XOR SHA-2(SRK); 
Perform 4-way-handshake using RSK instead of PSK; 

} 
Else: 
Perform 4-way-handshake using PSK; 
End. 

Figure 1 1: the authentication procedure selection algorithm. 

The re-authentication 4-way handshake for a given 
period less than RMT is similar to the existing protocol [1] as it 
just replaces PTK with SRK. This allows a legitimate client to 
re-authenticate and regain access and also to protect the PSK 
from being disclosed during this particular time, as a potential 
attacker who provoked the re-authentication process may be 
observing the handshake in order to capture the PTK from 
which the attacker could easily obtain PSK, and perform a brute 
force attack. 

Analysis and Discussion 
The proposed protocol attempt to mItIgate the risk of 

capturing the key exchange on the four-way handshake by 
forcing a client to re-authenticate itself while the attacker is 
monitoring the exchange. Nevertheless, the possibility of an 
attacker capturing the initial 4-way handshake still exists, that 
is, for an example a four-way handshake which was not 
provoked by de-authentication attacks. This solution uses the 
security of the first connection (four-way-handshake), and the 
accuracy of the logged data as a reference for determining the 
duration between the connection requests (CT) and the allowed 
minimum duration between two connections (RMT) are the key 
factors which can contribute on the efficiency of the proposed 
protocol. Meanwhile, these factors should be set in a manner 
that guarantees the best performances by estimating the false
acceptance and false-rejection rates. 

Because of the nature of de-authentication attack which in 
some situations injects very few forged de-authentication 
frames making it hard for any mps to distinguish it from the 
legitimate traffic and launch an alert like it does with other type 
of attacks such as DoS. The proposed re-authentication protocol 
covers this flaw in particular situations (injection of one or few 
targeted de-authentication frames to disconnect a client) 
without requiring a software or hardware upgrade or 
distributing the WLAN performances which is the case in the 
previously proposed enhancements such as cryptographic 
method [1,7], delaying the effect management frames [9]. 

Moreover, the proposed machine learning methods [8] remains 
insufficient especially to deal with single de-authentication 
frame attack where the sequence number remains unable to 
counter this type of attack [9]. 

The proposed protocol does not require any software or 
hardware upgrade to be implemented. Nevertheless, some 
vulnerabilities still exist such as the attacker capturing the 
initial handshake without launching a de-authentications attack 
against the connected clients. 

VI.CONCLUSTON: 

The proposed protocol contributes to the enhancement 
of the WP A2-PSK security against the de-authentication attack. 
A de-authentication attack forces a client to re-connect to the 
AP while the attacker is monitoring the handshake process in 
order to capture enough information to be able to reverse the 
process and retrieve the PSK which is the only security 
provided on WPA2-PSK. Therefore, once compromised the 
wireless network will be subjected to different misuses and 
attacks. Another strength is that all current APs regardless of 
their capabilities can adopt the proposed protocol with slight 
modifications. Further, the proposed protocol make use of time 
factor which makes it impossible for an attacker to guess (brute 
force attack) or to spoof (capture the information about first 
ever connection time) this information. Nevertheless, its 
dependency on the minimum duration factor to determine 
whether the re-connection will be using the normal handshake 
or the proposed re-authentication handshake is the main 
weakness of this protocol. 

The proposed protocol could be further enhanced by 
introducing more variables (behaviour and traffic) which the 
AP could rely on to determine whether a returning client will 
be authenticated using the regular handshake or the proposed 
re-authentication handshake. The re-authenticated protocol 
could also be enhanced by implementing an additional 
mechanism inside the algorithm to deal with special scenarios 
such as: AP softwarelhardware failure or reboot, AP power off 
or legitimate clients losing last authentication session data. 
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